Technology Overview
WWPass provides a convenient and secure authentication solution for everyone. WWPass eliminates the need for antiquated username and password pairs. Utilizing two-factor authentication, the user obtains credentials that are encrypted, fragmented and dispersed in the cloud; no longer accessible by identity thieves.

Product at a Glance
Security Pack focuses on the ease of use and the enhancement of security to applications, network services, and web services.

Security Pack delivers a variety of features that will allow you to securely:

- Access VPN (Virtual Private Networks)
- Logon to web portals
- Connect to applications
- Digitally sign and encrypt email
- Maintain important personal data
- Multi-factor authenticate into cloud-based applications, VPNs, Secure Email and desktop applications

Security Pack Product Specification

Supported Applications
- Microsoft Active Directory authentication:
  - Microsoft Windows 7/8.1/10

Network service authentication to the following:
- Microsoft Windows 2008 R2/2012
- VPN : OpenVPN, Juniper VPN SSL, Cisco and Fortinet
- VMware
- Drupal, Jenkins, WordPress and Salesforce
- Google Apps, Amazon, SSH, CAS and ISAM

Application security to the following:
- Microsoft Outlook and OWA
- Thunderbird
- Microsoft SharePoint 2010
- WWPass Personal Secure Storage

Client Requirements
- Microsoft Windows 7/8/8.1/10
- Mac OS X 10.7 and above
- Ubuntu 12.04.2 LTS and above
- USB 2.0
- WWPass PassKey, PassKey for Mobile, or PassKey Lite
- Internet access

Supported Browsers:
- Internet Explorer 8 and above
- Chrome 20 and above
- Mozilla Firefox 14 and above
- Safari 5 and above